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Geometric and electronic structure of vanadium pentoxide: A density functional bulk
and surface study

A. Chakrabarti, K. Hermann, R. Druzinic, M. Witko,* F. Wagner, and M. Petersen
Theory Department, Fritz-Haber-Institut der MPG, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 11 May 1998; revised manuscript received 23 October 1998!

Density-functional theory~DFT! studies are performed to examine geometric and electronic properties of
orthorhombic bulk V2O5 as well as of its~010! oriented surface. Electronic states, total energies, as well as
atom forces~used to obtain equilibrium geometries! are computed with theab initio full-potential linear
augmented plane wave method. The V2O5(010) surface is modeled by periodic single layers in a repeated slab
geometry, which is justified by the weak electronic interlayer coupling found in the bulk calculations. The
electronic structure of the V2O5(010) single-layer slabs, represented by their valence densities of states~DOS!
and its atom contributions, is compared with results of bulk V2O5 and with previous results obtained by DFT
surface cluster studies. The comparison yields good qualitative agreement between the different approaches,
which confirms the local nature of interatomic binding in V2O5. Further, the computed valence DOS is used to
interpret recent experimental results from photoemission on V2O5(010), which suggests that differently coor-
dinated oxygen sites at the surface can be identified in the spectrum. Thus, V2O5(010) photoemission spectra
may be used to monitor the participation of oxygen ions in respective surface reactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transition-metal oxides are noted for their rich and
verse structural, physical, and chemical properties1–3

Among these, vanadium oxides represent an important c
of systems that are widely studied and used in many tech
logical applications.4,5 In particular, vanadium pentoxide
V2O5, or vanadia-based compounds from important cataly
for hydrocarbon oxidation. Further, V2O5 undergoes a re
versible and fast transition from a semiconductor to a m
phase near 257 °C. Hence, it has potential applications
thermally activated electrical and optical switching devic
and write-erase media.5 Despite the enormous importance
V2O5 as a catalyst many microscopic details of its cataly
behavior are still under debate,4 which makes a detailed
study of V2O5 bulk and surface properties worthwhile.

So far, theoretical studies on V2O5 include those on its
bulk structure using various semiempirical andab initio
techniques. There are reports of pseudopotential peri
Hartree-Fock~HF! calculations6 to study the geometry an
electronic structure. In this paper, restricted optimizatio
based on empirical force fields are performed and yield
equilibrium geometry close to the experimental result. F
ther, band structure and density of states~DOS! calculations
give information on the electronic structure and partial io
icity of the oxide. The authors find a direct band gap at thG
point, which is highly overestimated~12 eV! as expected
from calculations using the HF approach. Results of a tig
binding study within a perturbative approach7 have been
compared with various experimental spectroscopic data.
theoretical results are found to be in satisfactory agreem
with x-ray photoelectron and soft x-ray spectroscopy as w
as with electron energy-loss spectroscopic data. Further
electronic structure of V2O5 has been examined by a nonem
pirical atomic orbital method,8 by ab initio orthogonalized
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~16!/10583~8!/$15.00
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linear combination of atomic orbitals studies,9 by self-
consistent augmented spherical wave calculations10,11 using
the density-functional theory~DFT! scheme within the linear
density approximation ~LDA !,12 and by DFT
pseudopotential13 studies. These studies yield overall goo
agreement with the measured photoemission and op
properties. Further, calculations on V2O5 using a self-
consistent field crystal orbital formalism based on the int
mediate neglect of differential overlap14 together with infra-
red spectroscopic measurements have been reported in
literature. These studies suggest that oxygen vacancie
highest coordination are most likely to appear in oxidati
processes at V2O5 surfaces. Moreover, there are recent
ports of size converged density functional theory~DFT! clus-
ter calculations15–18 on electronic properties at th
V2O5(010) surface in order to understand its catalytic act
ity. These calculations establish the mixed ionic/coval
binding character of V2O5 and show an increased local su
face reactivity of the two and three fold coordinated bridgi
oxygen species compared to terminal vanadyl oxygen. T
is confirmed by results from an electrostatic potential ana
sis based on the cluster charge distribution15 as well as by
hydrogen adsorption studies.16

Recent developments of highly efficient and accurateab
initio algorithms make reliable electronic structure calcu
tions and geometry optimizations of very complex transitio
metal oxides feasible. In the present paper, we report res
from calculations of the geometric and electronic structure
V2O5 within the DFT approach using theab initio full-
potential linear augmented plane-wave method.19–21 In addi-
tion to bulk calculations, we study periodic layer slabs
~010! orientation in a repeated slab geometry. The compu
tional results show altogether that the electronic binding
tween adjacent~010! slabs forming physical building block
of the ~layer-type! V2O5 bulk is rather weak. This justifies
10 583 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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10 584 PRB 59A. CHAKRABARTI et al.
the use of these slabs~called ‘‘single-layer slabs’’ in the
following! in modeling the electronic structure at the bu
terminated~010! surface of V2O5. The valence electronic
structure of V2O5(010) single-layer slabs, represented
their valence DOS, is compared with results of previous D
surface cluster model calculations22 and yields good qualita
tive agreement. This suggests strongly that embedded c
ters as small as V10O31H12 ~Ref. 15! ~referring to small
single-layer sections! can provide meaningful models of lo
cal environments at the V2O5(010) surface. The compute
theoretical DOS of the V2O5(010) single-layer slabs ar
compared with recent angle-resolved ultraviolet photoem
sion spectroscopy~ARUPS! data22 and leads to a micro
scopic interpretation of the experiment, which may be u
to give information about the involvement of differently c
ordinated oxygen sites in surface reactions.

In Sec. II, we describe briefly computational details a
Sec. III presents results and discussion. Finally, we sum
rize our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Bulk vanadium pentoxide V2O5 forms an orthorhombic
~Pmmn! layer crystal15,23,24 with lattice parameters
a511.51,b54.37, andc53.56 Å. The physical layers with
normal direction along~010! ~Ref. 25! are composed of dis
torted VO5 pyramids sharing edges and corners, see Fig
with their elementary cell containing two element units
3V2O5, 14 atoms! and six planar atom layers~4 oxygen
layers, 2 vanadium layers!. In the following we use the term
‘‘single-layer slab’’ to denote these physical layers. The
are three structurally inequivalent oxygen centers in
V2O5 compound, terminal~vanadyl! oxygen, O~1!, oxygen
bridging two vanadium centers, O~2!, and bridging oxygen
coordinated to three vanadium centers, O~3!.

The detailed geometry of bulk V2O5 is obtained in the
present calculations from a total energy optimization wh
the experimental structure~orthorhombic symmetry!23 serves
as a starting point. The optimization is performed in tw
steps. First, optimized lattice constants,a,b,c, are determined
by lattice scaling such that the total energy of the bulk u
cell is smallest. Second, the positions of all 14 atoms in

FIG. 1. Crystal section of orthorhombic V2O5 with netplane
stacking along the~010! direction. Vanadium and inequivalent oxy
gen centers, singly coordinated O~1!, doubly coordinated O~2!, and
triply coordinated O~3!, are marked accordingly. All atoms of th
V2O5(010) single-layer slab at the top are emphasized by da
shaded balls.
T
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optimized unit cell are allowed to relax according to t
force field ~computed from total energy gradients! acting on
the corresponding nuclei. The bulk system is considered
be at equilibrium if all force components are smaller than
mRy/Bohr. Ideally, the present two-step optimization has
be repeated iteratively until geometric self-consistency
achieved. However, the non-self-consistent optimization p
cedure has been tested in its accuracy and applied suc
fully to numerous bulk systems, see e.g., Ref. 26. It
adopted in the present calculations for computational con
nience and is substantiated by the good agreement betw
theoretical and experimental geometries described in S
III A.

In addition to the optimized theoretical bulk structure
V2O5, we consider also an idealized bulk geometry that h
been applied extensively in previous cluster work.15,16,27,28

Here, the VO5 pyramids of the~010! layer are idealized by
using averaged interatomic V-O distancesdV-O51.89 Å and
O-V-O angles, 86.18°, for all bridging oxygen centers. F
ther, terminal vanadyl oxygen centers are assumed dire
on top of vanadium centers in the direction normal to t
~010! layer with dV-O51.58 Å. This results in local VO5
pyramids with square base and fourfold rotation symmetry
addition to the inversion, twofold rotation, and mirror sym
metries of the~010! layers, which reduces the computation
effort of the cluster calculations.

In order to study the importance of interlayer coupling
bulk V2O5 additional studies are performed on the electro
structure of separated two-dimensional periodic V2O5(010)
single-layer slabs, see Fig. 1. The calculations are based
repeated slab geometry where the layers are repeated a
the ~010! netplane direction with a large interlayer distan
Dz(010) . Test calculations with varyingDz(010) have shown
that a valueDz(010)510.8 Å ~corresponding to 2.5b with b
denoting the respective bulk lattice constant! is sufficient to
guarantee electronic separation between adjacent single-
slabs. An increase ofDz(010) from 2.5 to 2.8b results in a
difference of only 0.016 Ry~0.2 eV! of the unit cell total
energy ~amounting to29030.623 Ry!. For the separation
Dz(010)52.5b the positions of all atoms inside the~010!
layer unit cell are reoptimized analogous to the bulk pro
dure.

The electronic structure of the V2O5 bulk and slab sys-
tems is calculated within the density-functional theory~DFT!
formalism using the local-density approximation12 ~LDA ! as
well as gradient corrected functionals29 ~GGA-II! for ex-
change and correlation. Comparative studies on bulk V2O5
with both approximate functionals show rather small diffe
ences that do not affect the present conclusions. Therefor
the following only results from calculations within the LDA
scheme will be discussed. Total energies and derived qu
tities are obtained with theab initio full potential linearized
augmented plane-wave~FP-LAPW! method.19–21 Extended
test calculations have proven to yield sufficient accuracy
the total energy minimization of bulk V2O5 using two k
points inside the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone, a
energy cut-off for plane-wave expansions in the intersti
region of 22 Ry, andl max510 for the upper limit of the
angular momentum expansions of the wave functions ins
the atom spheres. Respective densities of states~DOS! are
evaluated with 48k points inside the irreducible part of th

er
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PRB 59 10 585GEOMETRIC AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF . . .
orthorhombic Brillouin zone while the detailed bulk ban
structure is based on 81k points along high-symmetry direc
tions. In the repeated slab calculations of the V2O5(010)
single-layer system all numerical parameters are taken f
the bulk study except for the energy cut off, which is reduc
to 18.5 Ry as a compromise between numerical accuracy
computational effort. Test calculations on bulk V2O5 with
cut-off values of 18.5 and 22 Ry yielded relative total ener
differences of only 531025 with an increase in compute
time of 50%. The structure optimizations of the present s
tems are performed using the damped Newton dynam
method.20,30 This approach has been verified by an alter
tive minimization scheme using the variable met
method.20,21,31

The electronic structure results of the FP-LAPW calcu
tions on the periodic bulk and slab systems are compa
with those of earlier DFT surface cluster studies on we
converged clusters as large as V16O49H18 representing loca
environments at the V2O5(010) surface. Technical details o
the cluster work can be found in Refs. 15 and 22.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Geometric structure

The computed lattice constants for orthorhombic b
V2O5 are listed in Table I together with data from two di
ferent experimental analyses.23,24 A comparison shows tha
the calculated values are smaller by only 1.25% with resp
to experiment. The decreased theoretical values are part
due to the local-density approximation for exchange and c
relation used in the present work, which is generally kno
to yield lattice constants which are smaller by 2–6% w
respect to experiment.32 Table II compares the compute

TABLE I. Comparison of the orthorhombic lattice constan
a,b,c, of bulk V2O5 obtained from the present optimization wit
values from two different experimental analyses~Refs. 23 and 24!.
All values are given in Å.

Lattice
constant This work Experimental

a 11.375 11.519~Ref. 23!, 11.512 ~Ref. 24!
b 4.318 4.373~Ref. 23!, 4.368 ~Ref. 24!
c 3.519 3.564~Ref. 23!, 3.564 ~Ref. 24!

TABLE II. Optimized positions of all inequivalent atom cente
inside the periodicity cell of orthorhombic bulk V2O5 and of the
V2O5 ~010! single-layer slab, see text. The number of symme
equivalents of each atom are given in square brackets. For a
nition of rexp5(xexp,yexp,zexp) see text. QuantitiesuDr bulku and
uDr slabu refer to distances between the experimental bulk positi
and those of the present optimizations. All length values are gi
in Å.

Atom uDr bulku uDr slabu rexp

V@34# 0.013 0.013 10.233, 0.469, 0.880
O(1)@34# 0.002 0.026 10.192, 2.035, 0.880
O(2)@32# 0.001 0.053 8.531,20.013, 0.880
O(3)@34# 0.013 0.029 10.589, 0.011, 2.640
m
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equilibrium positions of all inequivalent atoms of V2O5 with
those from bulk experiments.23 Here, the measured position
given by cartesian coordinatesrexp5(xexp,yexp,zexp), have
been scaled by a factor 0.9875 to bring the experimental
theoretical unit cell volumes in exact agreement. The d
tances between the experimental atom positions and thos
the present bulk optimization, quantified byuDr bulku in Table
II, are in all cases smaller or close to 0.01 Å, which confirm
the excellent agreement of the theoretical structure with
periment.

Results from the geometry optimization of separa
V2O5(010) single-layer slabs are also included in Table
Here, the computed equilibrium positions of all inequivale
slab atoms are compared with those of the V2O5 bulk opti-
mization and with experiment.23 Analogous to the bulk dis-
cussion,uDr slabu defines, for each atom, the distance betwe
its experimental position and that of the slab optimization
comparison of theuDr slabu with the uDr bulku values reveals
extremely small differences. Thus, the optimized structure
the separated V2O5(010) single-layer slab reproduces that
a single layer slab inside bulk V2O5. This close geometric
similarity shows that electronic interlayer coupling is of m
nor importance for the present oxide. Further, it sugge
strongly that the geometry and electronic structure of
V2O5(010) surface~terminated by a single-layer slab! can be
represented quite well by that of a V2O5(010) single-layer
slab. Hence, the present theoretical results are consistent
the absence of major reconstruction at the clean single c
tal V2O5(010) surface, which is observed in the experime
published so far.33,34 However, it should be noted that th
present optimization procedure based on energy gradi
and starting from bulk equilibrium cannot rule out alternati
reconstructed geometries that are separated from the pre
structure by energy barriers.

B. Electronic structure

V2O5 bulk calculations

The electronic structure of the three-dimensional perio
V2O5 bulk is characterized by energy bands and band st
inside the irreducible part of the orthorhombic Brillouin zon
~BZ! as sketched in Fig. 2. The left part of Fig. 3 shows t
calculated band structure for the optimized V2O5 bulk geom-

,

y
fi-

s
n

FIG. 2. Brillouin zone of the orthorhombic V2O5 lattice with
high-symmetry points labeled accordingly. Note that the layer n
mal direction corresponds toGY in this plot.
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10 586 PRB 59A. CHAKRABARTI et al.
etry where energy bands«(k) are given for characteristic
paths connecting high-symmetry points of the BZ. All e
ergy values are taken with respect to the Fermi level s
that negative energies refer to valence bands while pos
values characterize conduction bands. The right part of Fi
displays the total density of states~DOS! where no energy
broadening is applied to the DOS. From photodesorption
periments V2O5 is known to be a semiconductor with a vi
ible band gap ofEg52.35 eV~Ref. 35! at low temperatures
This is confirmed by values obtained from other measu
ments, for example, optical absorption (Eg52.30 eV) ~Ref.
36! and optical reflectance measurements (Eg52.38 eV).37

The present calculations yield a direct band gap of 2.3 eV
G and an indirect gap~corresponding to a transitionR to G,
see Fig. 3! of 1.9 eV, which seems to be in good agreem
with the experimental gap values. However, this agreem
has to be considered fortuitous since band-structure met
based on the DFT approach, such as FP-LAPW, refe
ground state properties and are not expected to describe
tronic excitations to a high accuracy. As a general res
optical gaps of bulk materials measured by absorption
periments are underestimated in DFT-based models.38

There are two narrow split-off conduction bands at ab
2 eV above the Fermi level and about 0.5 eV below
upper conduction-band range, which have been discu
previously in the literature.9,11,39 These bands are characte
ized by rather small dispersion widths corresponding to la
effective electron masses and localized band states. The
ter are described by dominant V 3dxy character (t2g symme-
try! with small O 2px,y admixing. The presence of thes
split-off conduction bands hints at possible excitations to
calized electron states and is of interest for conductivity
well as optical absorption experiments on bulk V2O5.

9,11,39

The energy region of the calculated V2O5 valence bands is
found to have a width of 5.560.5 eV. This matches very
well with values obtained from angle-integrated40 as well as
angle-resolved ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy22,41

on V2O5. As an example, Fig. 4 shows very recent ARUP
data for single crystal V2O5 using He-II light at normal inci-

FIG. 3. Band structure and total DOS of bulk V2O5. The energy
bands are shown for characteristic paths connecting high-symm
points of the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. For a definitio
of the high-symmetry points see Fig. 2. All energies«(k) are taken
with respect to the Fermi energy. The DOS is given in states
unit cell and per eV.
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dence with respect to the~010! oriented surface.22,41 The
emission spectrum has an overall width of 6 eV and can
described by a superposition of mainly three peaks, a m
central peak at about 3.2 eV below the onset of the spect
~taken as the energy zero in Fig. 4!, and two satellite peaks a
1.2 and 4.3 eV, respectively. The origins of these peaks
be identified by the present theory assuming that the do
nant contributions to the emission intensity come from e
ergy variations of the V2O5 valence density of states~and its
atom projections! while the energy dependence of respect
transition matrix elements is small within this energy regio

Figure 5 shows a decomposition of the calculated vale
DOS for bulk V2O5 into atom projected contributions~partial
density of states, PDOS!. The projections refer to atom
charge contributions of the band states within respec
muffin-tin spheres about the inequivalent atom centers ins
the elementary cell. Further, the PDOS curves have b
smoothed by Gaussian broadening~of 0.5 eV width, reflect-
ing the experimental resolution in Fig. 4!. The curve denoted
‘‘summed DOS’’ in Fig. 5 represents the sum of all ato
contributions inside the muffin-tin spheres. The multipe
structure of the summed DOS curve reflects the valence-b
region that is dominated by O 2p-derived band states with
some V 3d contributions. It is only remotely similar to the
three-peak structure observed in the photoemiss
experiment41 and shown in Fig. 4. However, its atom decom

try

er

FIG. 4. Angle resolved He-II ultraviolet photoemission spe
trum of a V2O5(010) surface sample taken at normal inciden
~Refs. 22 and 41!.

FIG. 5. Atom projected PDOS contributions for bulk V2O5. All
values are given in states per unit cell and per eV.
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position is very instructive. The PDOS due to terminal ox
gen, O~1!, 2p states is peaked near22 eV, close to the
center of the valence region, with a higher energy tail an
energetically more confined than the PDOS curves of
other oxygen ions. The latter extend over the complete
lence region between26 and 0 eV with contributions tha
are higher at the valence periphery than near the center.
is particularly obvious for the PDOS of triply coordinate
oxygen O~3!, which dominates the low- and high-energy si
of the valence-band region while the PDOS of doubly co
dinated oxygen O~2! shows smaller variations. The V
3d-derived band states hybridize with O 2p-functions to
form V-O bonds in the system and contribute to the vale
DOS in the lower part of the valence region. The ene
dependence of these metal derived PDOS contribution
reasonable whereas their relative size may be somewha
large compared to those of oxygen contributions. This is
to the projection method used to evaluate the PDOS’s wh
metal centers with large muffin-tin radii are weighted mo
strongly than oxygen centers. Altogether, the present an
sis suggests that the experimental photoemission spec
shown in Fig. 4, reflecting the valence-band region of V2O5,
can be interpreted by the energetic distribution of the diff
ent O 2p valence-band states. The contributions from diff
ently coordinated oxygen ions are energetically separate
the spectrum where the central valence region~main peak of
Fig. 4! is dominated by singly coordinated oxygen O~1!,
while higher coordination oxygen@O~2,3!# contributions
dominate the periphery. It should be mentioned that ear
semiempirical calculations7,14 predict an energetic order o
the oxygen contributions which differs from that of th
present calculations. These authors find O~1! derived states
being located close to the Fermi level whereas O~2,3! states
dominate the bottom region of the valence band.

In order to characterize the electronic structure and lo
charging in bulk V2O5 in greater detail, the spatial distribu
tion of valence electrons inside the elementary unit cel
examined. Contour maps of the difference between
charge density of the self-consistent bulk calculation and
of a superposition of respective free-atom charge distri
tions reveals clearly a charge accumulation near all oxy
centers and charge depletion in the vicinity of vanadiu
This confirms the ionic contributions to V-O bonding in th
bulk oxide. However, a quantification of the ionic char
rearrangement in terms of atom charges is difficult due to
ambiguity of assigning charges to specific atom centers
the FP-LAPW method. A decomposition of the atom cha
distribution in V2O5 based on the Mulliken analysis for
V10O49H18 cluster15,22 yields Q(V) 521.7 andQ(O)58.3 to
8.7. This seems more reliable despite the inherent probl
connected with Mulliken populations.

Earlier cluster calculations on V2O5(010) surface
properties15,16,27,28were based on an idealized bulk geom
etry, which differs from the presently optimized and expe
mental structure as described in Sec. II. Therefore,
LAPW calculations are performed also for the idealized b
geometry. A comparison shows that the unit cell total ene
of the idealized geometry is higher by only 0.2 eV compa
to that of the optimized geometry. Further, the valence b
DOS’s of the idealized and optimized bulk are very clo
while the gap between valence and conduction band is
-
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duced from 2.3~optimized! to 0.8 eV~idealized!. This sug-
gests that for adsorption and reactions involving on
valence-band states of the substrate, differences betwee
idealized and optimized bulk geometry are small. In contra
processes where unoccupied substrate orbitals particip
such as Vd-d transitions will be affected by the choice o
the substrate geometry.

V2O5(010) single-layer slab calculations

In order to examine the importance of electronic inte
layer coupling in V2O5 bulk in detail FP-LAPW calculations
are carried out on the electronic structure of separa
V2O5(010) single-layer slabs using the repeated slab ge
etry. The close similarity between the layer geometry ins
the V2O5 bulk and that of the separated slabs, discussed
Sec. III A, suggests only minor differences in the electro
structure of the two systems. This is confirmed by the n
merical results. Figure 6 shows the calculated band struc
for a V2O5(010) single-layer slab where the left part displa
energy bands«(k) and the right part presents the corr
sponding DOS~analogous to the V2O5 bulk results of Fig. 3!.
Obviously, the electronic structure of the single-layer s
resembles that of bulk V2O5 very closely. The valence-ban
widths (5.060.5 eV), energy gaps~2.3 eV for direct, 2.1 eV
for indirect gap!, and even detailed band dispersions ag
very well. There are subtle differences in the band structu
of the conduction-band region, such as a second split-off
of bands at 3.5 eV above the Fermi level in the single-la
slab which are, however, not expected to be of great phys
significance. Altogether, the present comparison confir
further that electronic interlayer coupling in the bulk mater
is fairly weak and that the electronic structure at t
V2O5(010) surface can be modeled reliably by that of
single-layer slab.

Figure 7~a! shows a decomposition of the calculated v
lence DOS for the V2O5(010) single-layer slab into atom
projected PDOS contributions. A comparison with the resu
for bulk V2O5, shown in Fig. 5, yields the same qualitativ

FIG. 6. Band structure and total DOS of a V2O5(010) single-
layer slab. The energy bands are shown for characteristic p
connecting high-symmetry points of the irreducible part of the B
louin zone. For a definition of the high-symmetry points see Fig
All energies«(k) are taken with respect to the Fermi energy. T
DOS is given in states per unit cell and per eV.
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10 588 PRB 59A. CHAKRABARTI et al.
results for the PDOS’s while their relative weights defini
the shapes of the summed DOS’s are somewhat different
in the bulk system, the PDOS due to terminal O~1! 2p states
in the slab is peaked between21 and22 eV, slightly above
the center of the valence region, and is energetically m
confined than the PDOS’s of the higher coordinated oxy
ions, O~2,3!. An analysis of the relative importance of th
different atom contributions shows that the O~1!-derived
PDOS is focussed about its maximum more strongly in
layer than in the bulk system. Further, the metal-deriv
PDOS of the single-layer slab is peaked in the energy reg
of the maximum of the O~1!-derived PDOS as opposed
the bulk system, which yields a broader distribution. Clea
these differences reflect the electronic interlayer coupli
which affects vanadyl oxygen ions O~1! and the underlying
vanadium ions more strongly than the other ions of the u
cell. As a result, the summed DOS of the single-layer s
exhibits an energy variation, which resembles the measu
photoemission spectrum of the V2O5(010) surface, see Fig
4, more closely than that of the bulk calculation, see Fig

FIG. 7. Atom projected PDOS contributions for~a! the single-
layer slab of V2O5 in supercell geometry,~b! the V10O31H12 cluster,
and ~c! the V16O49H18 cluster. DOS values are given in states p
unit cell and per eV. The cluster results were taken from Ref. 2
As

re
n

e
d
n

,
,

it
b
ed

.

However, this difference can be partly due to the approxim
tions made in the evaluation of the summed DOS and
neglect of photoemission matrix element effects in the co
parison between theory and experiment.

In order to study the local character of binding in th
V2O5(010) single-layer slab its electronic structure is co
pared with DFT results from bond-saturated cluste
V10O31H12 and V16O49H18, representing local environment
at the V2O5(010) surface.15,22 The rather dense distributio
of Kohn-Sham valence levels in these clusters allows
meaningful DOS definition by appropriate level broadenin
As a result, Figs. 7~b! and 7~c! show decompositions of cal
culated valence DOS’s of V10O31H12 and V16O49H18 where
the atom derived PDOS’s are based on Mulliken populati
of the different inequivalent atom centers. A comparison
the slab calculations, Fig. 7~a!, with those of the clusters
Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!, yields very small differences in the
valence-band widths and qualitative agreement as to the
ergy variation of the PDOS’s. In all systems, the PDOS d
to 2p states of terminal O~1! is peaked slightly above the
center of the valence region and is energetically more
cused than the PDOS’s of the bridging oxygen ions, O~2,3!.
This similarity of the DOS results between the V2O5(010)
single-layer slab and the clusters suggests strongly that
nature of electronic binding in the oxide and at its surface
quite local. Therefore, local electronic environments at
V2O5(010) surface can be described reasonably well by c
ter models as large as V10O31H12. The cluster DOS’s show a
separated~double! peak at214 eV below vacuum, which is
due to O-H bonds involving hydrogens used to saturate
cluster periphery. This represents a cluster artifact, which
be neglected for the present purpose.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present theoretical studies provide a rather deta
picture of the geometric and electronic structure of bu
V2O5 and of its~010! surface. Geometry optimizations of th
orthorhombic V2O5 bulk based on FP-LAPW calculation
yield an equilibrium structure, which is in excellent agre
ment with experimental crystallographic data.23,24 The elec-
tronic interlayer coupling in bulk V2O5, which forms a layer
crystal, is found to be rather weak. This is evident from
comparison of band structure and DOS results of separ
two-dimensional periodic V2O5(010) single-layer slabs with
those of the bulk. The widths of the valence-band regions
well as the gap energies of the two systems are in g
agreement. Further, details of the atom projected PDOS’s
very similar as discussed below. This electronic similar
between layer and bulk has implications for geometric pr
erties of the two systems. The present geometry optimiza
of the single-layer slabs yields atom positions inside the
ementary cell, which are very close to those of the bulk. T
geometric and electronic similarity between layer and b
justifies the use of V2O5(010) single-layer slabs as meanin
ful models for the V2O5(010) surface. Thus, the prese
study yields a surface geometry of V2O5(010), which is very
close to that defined by ideal bulk termination that sugge
the absence of major relaxation/reconstruction at the cl
single-crystal V2O5(010) surface in good agreement with r
cent experimental results.33,34

r
.
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A comparison of the electronic structure of th
V2O5(010) single-layer slab with that of embedded~bond
saturated! surface clusters V10O31H12 and V16O49H18 ~Refs.
15 and 22! can give information about the local character
interatomic binding at the surface. The analysis yields go
qualitative agreement between the cluster and slab re
concerning atom projected PDOS’s of the differently coor
nated oxygen ions. This suggests strongly that the natur
electronic binding in the oxide and at its surface is quite lo
and can thus be described reasonably well by cluster mod

A decomposition of the valence DOS of the single-lay
and bulk systems into atom projected PDOS’s reveals do
nant O 2sp contributions. In this analysis the differently co
ordinated oxygen ions can be identified and are found
contribute to different parts of the valence-energy regi
DOS contributions referring to terminal~vanadyl! oxygen,
O~1!, are localized near the center of the valence reg
whereas those of two and three fold bridging oxygen, O~2,3!,
yield a broad distribution covering the full valence regi
and peaking near the periphery. Recent ARUPS experim
ist
k
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for the clean V2O5(010) surface41 find a three-peak valenc
spectrum, see Fig. 4, which agrees in its total width with t
of the calculated valence bands of the present study. In v
of the theoretical DOS results the central peak of the exp
mental spectrum can be interpreted as being determine
contributions due to vanadyl oxygen while oxygen ions
higher coordination dominate the two peripheral peaks.
together, the present comparison of theoretical DOS and
perimental ARUPS results for the V2O5(010) surface sug-
gests that the different peaks observed in the photoemis
experiment may be taken as monitors of the differently
ordinated surface oxygen ions. This could be used to st
details of catalytic reactions at the oxide surface where s
face oxygen ions participate.
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